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A Brief History of Sands School
by Sean Bellamy

In the summer of 1987 fourteen students and three teachers from the recently closed
Dartington Hall School gathered in a garden and designed a new school. Prior to this, and
subsequently (as far as I know), no school has been formed in such a way. Usually well-meaning
adults decide what a new school should look like and how it should function. Our initial level of
student/teacher co-operation has remained at the heart of the Sands experience.
Dartington Hall School, in its heyday, was the country’s most radical educational ventures and
although we rejected some of the more ‘public school’ ethos, there was much we felt was valuable
and remains in our approach today. Dartington Hall School existed for sixty years and educated
some of the most interesting and talented people in the country. My very first impressions of the
school were of students and teachers sitting together talking, of all ages sharing lunch, of sports
sessions with 11-18 year olds playing together; in fact, of age and gender being irrelevant and of
people listening to all ages with an openness I’d not experienced in other schools. It looked like my
ideal of a university campus and I’ve since often viewed Sands as such an environment, but for
younger students.
What we took with us to weave into the Sands experience has its origin in the fundamental
differences I’d witnessed as a new teacher at Dartington Hall School; relationships between all ages
based on trust and respect rather than some imposed artificial hierarchy; respect earned not
expected; responsibility shared so that school is run by all of its members; space given for the
development of the child as a social and creative being as well as an academic person; staff
remaining open to creative criticism and judgement by their colleagues and pupils so that the
education offered is relevant and successful. And perhaps fundamental to it all – an intuition that
there is always more to learn, that we may not necessarily get it right – so there is no preaching or
evangelism about the education we offer. Just an attempt to make it better and as such, each
generation of students help the school evolve and remain alive.
Twenty-two years on and the school is still recognisable as the Sands I first helped design.
However, I believe it is better, more relevant today, and owned more co-operatively than in 1987,
with a clearer structure and philosophy that I will try to share with you throughout this booklet.
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Parent Information Pack – Overview
In this pack we will be explaining how Sands works so that you and your child can use the school successfully.
We understand that any school or education system requires a certain amount of faith and trust by parents
and this is particularly so when choosing an unconventional approach to education such as Sands. Because
Sands is so different in some ways to conventional schools, parents find themselves as well as their child in a
learning process – learning to understand the ethos, the culture, and the rhythms that make up the Sands
experience. Usually this learning happens much faster for the children as they are immersed from the start.
We are aware that parents can struggle initially – your child may seem to be playing too much, doing one
thing to the exclusion of others or experience days that seem unstructured. When one is ‘on the ground’
aware of the bigger picture of the whole school community and of your child’s development within it, the
value and reasoning for these events become clear. But from the perspective of parents who only receive
their child’s interpretation of events it can lead to some concerns. This pack is designed to give an outline of
our working principles, the school’s systems, who to contact and how, and answer as many of your questions
as possible. Our hope is this will make the transition for you and your child a smooth and positive one.

In your first year as a new parent in the school you will receive:


Parent Pack to acclimatize you to school



Access to all School Policies via website e.g. complaints procedure



Meeting with your child’s academic tutor in first term



Written and verbal reports (three per year)



Yearly financial review with bursar



Invites to PTA and events via regular School News



Parent telephone list



New parents social event to meet and discuss issues with staff and similarly new parents



Access to staff meeting minutes and access to School Meeting minutes both with names and
confidential details removed



Lists of staff, their roles (website)



Brief resume of the teachers’ approach to each of their subjects. (website)
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Sands Core Learning Principles
At the root of education at Sands there are some core principles, some of which lead to a different style and
rhythm of learning than conventional schools.

Some of the best learning happens outside the classroom
We believe that some of the best learning happens outside of the classroom when a child asks a question that
is pertinent to their situation and interests at the moment. The question may arise within a lesson, come out
of a school meeting, within a tutorial, or relaxing over a cup of each with staff and peers. We believe it is
essential that your child has the freedom to respond to their own interests, curiosity and drives. This may
manifest in them pursuing an interest or project instead of attending a timetabled lesson, or perhaps
organising a school event. As such it makes sense to design school days that aren’t crammed with lessons
and give time for informal learning to take place. This kind of learning makes up a significant part of the
Sands experience but is difficult to assess and quantify and requires placing trust in both your child and the
school.

Each child experiences learning differently
At the very heart of our model of learning is the child, each unique and each with different needs. Learning is
a very different experience for each child – even within the same classroom, and more fundamentally, for
some, conventional classroom based study doesn’t suit them at all and they need a different and tailored
timetable. Because of our small class sizes and high staff to student ratio we are able to respond to your
child’s individual learning style and needs. Every staff member will get to know your child well and appreciate
their strengths and areas of challenge.

Close relationships with staff supports learning
Our staff enjoys the experience of Sands because they enjoy the company of and challenges of being with this
age group. There is no staff room, nowhere to hide from the energy and demands of teenagers. We all
believe that children are so much more than automatons that move from class to class and have created a
school day that gives them and us time to be together socially and academically. Although this absorbs
potential classroom time it does result in us having the chance to show the children over tea, lunch, on the
spiral staircase, sitting on the lawn together, climbing, playing sport and music together that we are, like
them, much more than classroom technicians.

Children need supported challenge
When children are ready they all benefit from being challenged and brought away and out of their ‘comfort
zones’. The informality of the atmosphere in school doesn’t preclude pushing individuals or groups to face
difficult tasks – and discovering that overcoming challenges is a really worthwhile thing. Determination and
motivation are necessary life skills if found at the right time and with sensitive support. So you will find your
children in a stress about learning lines for plays, or with deadlines for projects or with exam work to complete
that makes them stress and worry. We don’t want to protect children from these events. They will receive
lots of support and sympathy but also a fair amount of pressure and badgering to ensure they cross the
hurdles and develop these essential life skills.

Children need the freedom to make choices and learn from their decisions
Contrary to popular opinion, giving a degree of autonomy seems to reduce stress and anxiety. In fact, the
invisibility children feel in bigger schools with lack of real choice seems to be at the root of their unhappiness.
The children who join us, after being told they have failed the education system, rediscover their pleasure in
learning, once they feel they can control their school lives and make choices about what and how they learn.
Learning to use this freedom wisely is all part of the Sands experience. Your children will make some unwise
decisions and approach school life in ways that seem immature to you, but learning to make good decisions it
not something that we naturally do or suddenly discover at eighteen. In fact, the opposite seems to be true in
the current culture. We believe that given the freedom to make mistakes, experiment with choice and learn
about themselves in the process your child will become more and more skilled at making good decisions. It is
certainly our experience so far, though the journey there can be quite a test for us all. Patience and a good
sense of humour can help us survive it!
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The Curriculum and Timetable (see example)
Our aim is to provide learning in a range of topics in order to prepare students for GCSEs. As much as
focussing on topic learning, we aim to develop key learning skills throughout Y1, 2 and 3, so students are able
to initiate their own learning. There is some learning by ‘rote’ but helping children develop as critical thinkers
is paramount to our approach. Two afternoons a week there are ‘choice options’ where students choose what
they do such as Japanese, yoga, drama, have extra tutoring in a subject, or just socialise, play games, cook
cakes etc. The day always ends with fifteen minutes of ‘useful work’ where the whole school participates in
tidying and cleaning up. This fosters ownership and care for the school. Students monitor the success of the
cleaning rotas and ensure everyone contributes to the core of the school by defining clear boundaries for
those who might want to avoid these chores.
We all respond differently to boundaries and structure but all of us, children and adults alike, benefit from
some degree of both. Our timetable offers the key structure of the school day, and if a child needs it then
most of their week can be spent in activities organised by adults. We encourage the Y groups to find most of
their activities from within the timetable’s menu, and as children get older they seem to appreciate
progressively more freedom and choice. They participate in more of the meetings, taking more responsibility
for the school and are forced to organise their time more carefully in order to strike a balance between exams
and school affairs. Once children move into the ‘O’ groups they work with their academic tutor to construct a
GCSE programme. Most choose between six and nine subjects; sit some of them at the end of their second
year of study and complete their third year by taking more. The three-year GCSE programme we have
adopted allows us to educate fully and avoid blanket education through multiple choice. It does mean a
longer GCSE experience but it offers the chance for more deep and profound learning.
We have found that lessons of thirty minutes in length works best for some classes, and an hour or longer for
others. There is no school bell and students are responsible for keeping track of time and getting to their
lessons – we see this as part of their learning to take responsibility for their school life. The timetable
changes to some degree every term to fit in with the needs of students, staff and planned projects and
events.
Although a timetable full of interesting subjects form the core of the day, some children benefit from a more
flexible approach, while others need a very tight structure to develop their potential. As teachers we try to
remain alert to the different rhythms of each child and together your child and their personal tutor will agree
on their own learning play using the timetable as its basis.
One of the advantages of the school of this size, is that we can make decisions as a whole community to
suspend the timetable and respond to the needs of the moment – a day of snow on the moor, the first hot
day of summer, the need for a whole school meeting that may take all day, a workshop organised for students
– many events will occur during your child’s time with us at Sands – all designed to respond to the students or
the need for the school to hear everyone’s point of view. We aim to strike a balance between consistently
delivered lessons, individually tailored learning programmes, the democratic community and our ability to
respond flexibly to the mood of the school and the desire to keep Sands fun and relevant. The result may
look a little chaotic and challenge our demand for the predictable but the children seem to flourish in a school
that to them is vibrant and responsive to them.
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School Camps and Outdoor Pursuits
Throughout the year we may organise short camping trips, to do caving, rock climbing, surfing and sea
swimming. If affordable and if there is enough interest then a ski trip is organized for the spring term.
School Camp is a yearly event usually in Cornwall, Scilly Isles or Brittany. We encourage everyone to come
along and it is a very relaxed affair usually 6/7 days long, where we spend the day’s beachcombing,
swimming, preparing and eating local food, playing games and telling stories. We usually camp in one large
field and seem to spend a lot of time chatting by the fire, building driftwood furniture and slowing things down
to a ‘Swallows and Amazons’ pace of life. We have rigorous rules about safety on and off the site that are
always monitored and we are vigilant about keeping children warm, dry and well-fed so that they can enjoy
the adventure of being away from home. Although we do encourage everyone to come, we are aware that
camping, long period away from home, and the additional cost may make the camp prohibitive – there is no
stigma attached in not coming.
Please note that during the camp week there are no lessons offered and the school is closed.

The Role of the Academic Tutor
The academic tutor is chosen by your child within the first few weeks of attendance at the school and he or
she plays a central role in your child’s education. The tutor helps your child design their timetable, helps them
set aims and objectives for the next few months, and then monitors their progress in discussion with other
teachers, (see FAQs, ‘are lessons compulsory?’). If your child needs support in a particular subject the tutor
co-ordinates with the relevant teacher. There are a minimum of four academic tutorials between the student
and their tutor throughout the year; more if necessary, and these are regarded by the students as incredibly
valuable – putting them at the centre of their own learning programme. Before these tutorials take place all
the staff write comments in the students profile and where relevant they are given a grade or score that
reflects their work relative to the national average.
The academic tutor may also play a role in the school life of the student, acting a s mediator in conflicts or as
an advocate in the School Council or School Meeting if your child has to answer to either body after an
infringement of school rules, (see discipline policy). Your child can keep the same tutor through their school
career. Often this is advisable as the tutor and child develop a strong understanding of each other and
consistency can be really valuable. However your child can change tutors and this does happen. Students go
through many changes and sometimes they grow out of a particular tutor and need to develop a new
relationship with another adult.
The tutor’s role is also to communicate with the parents about students’ progress and parent meetings with
tutors take place once a term. The tutor is the first port of call for parents who have any concerns about their
children.
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The Democratic Structure of the School
The School Meeting
We believe that learning to think for ourselves, and communicate our thoughts lucidly are essential life skills
that have been profoundly undervalued in state schools. Didactic learning leaves little space for real thinking.
At Sands we have the luxury to give time to debate, listening and thinking skills. One of the places this
happens is in our whole School Meetings.
The School’s constitution states that the power normally invested in a head teacher and governing body has
been transferred to the School Meeting. As a result, the central executive of the school, the decision-making
body, is the School Meeting comprising all pupils and staff. All other associated groups have advisory roles
but no voting rights. Hence parents and governors can lobby the School Meeting (most likely to happen
through the PTA and Governor meetings). Their opinions and advice will be heard and taken into account, but
it is felt that the teachers and students are best placed and motivated to guide and take responsibility for the
school – keeping it true to its roots as a place that empowers young people. Even staff have to remain very
conscious of their disproportionate influence and we are aware that the presence of more adults in School
Meeting could silence many children and reduce pupil involvement.
Parents are however; welcome to attend as long as their own child is happy with that. It can be particularly
useful for new parents to gain an understanding of the unique way Sands operates and see the democratic
process that is at the heart of the school.
Most agenda items come from students and staff, and the meeting is chaired by students. The youngest to
the oldest are encouraged to share their opinions on issues such as staff appointments, capital expenditure,
student elections and disciplinary actions. Discussion is then followed by proposals and voting. Most
decisions are based on majority decisions that can be as little as a majority of one. However, contentious
issues are not only debated for longer they may also demand larger majorities and/or consensus to be
achieved. Again, common sense takes the place of tradition. If a serious issue divides the school then many
may wish to debate more, field more opinion, and strive for an outcome that most of the school can tolerate.
Experience shows us that a decision in one area can lead to a host of other problems elsewhere as a result of
too little debate. Some votes are made on a key issue away from the influence of their peers. Though
attendance at regular School Meetings is not normally compulsory, but there are occasionally meetings held
about a decision that affects everyone, and in these cases every one must attend.
We have a short information meeting on Tuesdays and a longer discussion meeting on Wednesdays. Minutes
of School Meetings are typed up and displayed on the school notice board.
The School Council
The council comprises six students and a member of staff voted for by the School Meeting. Its constitution
states that it has a role to investigate problems that occur in the school and try to resolve them by discussion.
The School Council has no powers of punishment though it can suggest such to the School Meeting for
ratification or it can be temporarily given that power by School Meeting. Four of its members rotate every
term so that all pupils get a chance to serve on it and so gain insight into how to resolve problems creatively
without recourse to punishment. It can meet as often as it deems necessary to investigate a problem and
meets at least every week before school meeting on a Wednesday afternoon.
The Staff Meeting
Staff meets weekly on a Thursday evening and although we discuss a range of issues we spend most of our
time discussing students - their academic progress and social situations. We have been given the right to
decide on curriculum issues by the School Meeting but other ideas and proposals are taken to the School
Meeting for discussion and voting. Abbreviated minutes are filed in the office for parents to read on request.
Parents can book into see us on these Thursdays if they feel a meeting with all of the staff would be more
useful than a meeting with the academic tutor.
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Support student in curriculum and social issues
ALL
(answerable to both School Council and School Meeting)

(Voting Member)
Pupil

(Voting Member)
Teacher

Academic Tutor

(can influence school
decisions in both forums)

Advocate
and mentor

Day-to-Day problems,
listening to and investigating
Access to and inform
school via
Academic Tutor

School Council

School Meeting
(Central Executive)
Students and Staff

Staff Meeting
(monitoring pupil
progress, responsible for
most
academic/curricular
decisions)

Can go directly to
to school meeting
and be heard

Parents
complaints/ideas

(non-voting)
Governors

(non-voting)

Parent

Informed of philosophy/academic progress initiatives by
staff
(staff meeting notes available on request)
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Responsible for
charitable status,
They monitor function
of company and
finances; act as
‘sounding board’.
Listen to complaints
and responsible for
maintaining school,
awareness of its
democratic principles.

The PTA
This information will be added as soon as a working group have met to discuss their future role in the school
… please talk to our parent representatives, Shona, Anne, Yasmine and Stephanie are our temporary points of
contact for you .
The Governors
The Governors have a legal obligation to ensure that the school is running as an educational charity, which it
adheres to its constitution as a democratic school, and oversees/cares for the financial health of school. It is a
valuable place to discuss progress made, new ideas, and preparation for OFSTEDs. Governors meet once a
term and comprise past and present parents and pupils, interested educators and ex-staff. Staff and students
are invited to give reports about their perception of the present condition of the school. The Governors can
receive input from parents or students who have a concern or problem that they feel the school itself has
failed to address.
Getting in Contact with the School
If you have any concerns about your child or need to know something about school arrangements please
phone the school office. Angie and Helen run the office five mornings a week; therefore it is best if possible
to phone in the morning. They can then give you the right information or put you in contact with the relevant
person. If it is a concern about your child then you’ll need to talk to their academic tutor. If they are not
available when you phone, a message will be passed on asking them to call you back. Tutors are happy to
talk to you in school hours or from home.
If you want to discuss your child’s progress across the whole curriculum then your child’s tutor or the office
staff will book you in to see us all at the weekly staff meeting (see ‘Staff Meeting’). You should also be aware
that we establish a level of tutor/tutee confidentiality and before we share every detail of your child’s
education with you we may need to check with them if it is ok to divulge a piece of information. Please be
assured that if we consider the issue serious and potentially dangerous we will try to convince your child of
the need to share these problems with you or we will do it on their behalf.
Complaints
If you have a complaint then the best course of action is to arrange a meeting with your child’s tutor or with
Sean to discuss the problem. The problem will be investigated and follow-up meetings arranged. Details of
the complaints procedure can be found on the website or the school office will give you a paper copy. The
procedure outlines the route your complaint should follow if it has not been resolved to your satisfaction
through informal discussion.

Some Answers to Frequently Asked Questions

Are lessons compulsory?
One of the fundamental questions we ask students interested in joining Sands is, do they want to learn and
take some responsibility for their own education. We only offer places to children who want to learn although
the parameters of that learning are broad and individual to each child’s situation. So although it is not
compulsory to study everything on the timetable it is expected that all children will make a positive choice
about their curriculum and attend all the classes they have arrange to join. Each child chooses an academic
tutor and along with class teachers they are helped to make decisions about their programme of study.
The younger students are encouraged to study the broadest possible range of subjects. We respect that
some, even very young children, know what they want to study and equally know what they don’t want to
study. However, our role as adults is to help the child discern between subjects they are frightened of, have
had bad experiences in previously or are too lazy to study versus those they reject for positive reasons. We
certainly don’t want any child prevented later in their school career from studying a subject because they
whimsically rejected taking it during their first few years.
Once a subject is selected there is then an expectation that the child attends the vast majority of the
classes in that subject. Of course, there is still spare for the odd floppy day but teachers and tutors all stress
the benefit of regular attendance. There is always a balance to strike between the need to help children see
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the benefit of ‘choosing’ to attend class and being able to avoid class when they really can’t cope. A class full
of students who actively want to study and have made the conscious effort to attend is a fantastic and
rewarding learning experience: a class dominated by unwilling students is both unrewarding and creates the
sort of negative relationships that plaque other schools. By acknowledging their contribution, helping them
reflect on their successes on how those successes were achieved, teachers and tutors affirm, particularly to
the younger ages, that self-discipline and sticking to the timetable they’ve chosen leads to some wonderful
achievements. However, because of the size of the school we have the luxury of being able to change the
timetable to facilitate exciting events and projects. This may mean your child will choose to miss some classes
in order to do something else that is on the curriculum. For example, at present some of Y-group are doing
‘cooking from around the world’ on Monday mornings and so miss other classes. Because of the high staff to
student ratio, it is easy for students to catch up on missed subject matter. Learning takes many shapes and it
need not be in half hour slots. The benefit of a whole morning or a whole day doing one thing probably far
outweighs the odd class missed.
Un-negotiated, whimsical avoidance of class in order to socialise or do things that could be better done
at home will be picked up on. This doesn’t mean it never happens – it may be valuable for a student to go
through that process in order to learn that they want to do something different. Our aspirations as educators
is to make learning sufficiently rewarding that the whole school want to fill their days with positive choices and
a rewarding and challenging timetable of classes. So rather than viewing classes as compulsory or not, we
view the school as a place where the majority of the students are so excited by classes that learning is really
hard to avoid.

How will my child adjust to a different sort of school?
Sands isn’t that radically different to many other schools. The day revolves around a timetable and the vast
majority of students go to all their classes. Exams play a central role in the school year and we do quite
conventional things like school plays, camps, outdoor trips and sport. Yet clearly there are differences that
will need some adjustments on the part of your child. We find that for some children the adjustment is
automatic and easy and for some it is a longer process.
Having the opportunity to help design one’s own timetable and to have more ‘free time’ is terribly exciting and
not everyone gets it right straight away (irrespective of age). Some lessons have a much more informal
atmosphere than in other schools and this can take some adjustment. A relaxed and flexible atmosphere
works really well for some and they flourish; others do need to have more structure and rigor. Both
approaches are available within the school through various teaching styles – some more classically auto
centric teachers through to teachers who encourage children to take responsibility for the atmosphere and
discipline within the class. We don’t impose a way of teaching upon staff but do employ adults whom we
know care about children, respect them and enjoy teaching. All have high expectations for their pupils though
may go about the process of delivering their subjects in quite different ways.

How important are GCSE’s at Sands?
Every student reaches a point at which they express an interest in getting qualifications. Although the GCSE is
in many ways flawed, it does give teenagers a real challenge to face and that age group does seem to lack
rites of passage. Of course it also represents an essential bit of currency for movement on to college and
shows that they know how to work to deadlines, complete complex tasks and cope with the stress of exam
conditions. All those skills are worthwhile achieving and most teenagers at Sands want to be able to show
that they have the same talents as people from other schools. Although it is possible to move onto college
with good references and a portfolio of work from Sands, the GCSE is a standard qualification that everyone
understands.
We have the luxury of being able to offer a 3 year GCSE programme that allows time to study a broad range
of subjects and still participate in the democratic process and adventures the school offers. It also allows us
to tailor the exam programme to each student’s needs and then we know they’ll be able to face exams when
they are ready. So the exams are as important as another other enterprise at Sands. The students want to sit
them and generally we find teaching them rewarding. In the absence of an equally respected internal
qualification we will continue to offer GCSE to all the students.
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What about life after Sands - does the school prepare children well for sixth form college,
university and work?
Every student sits exams. The average is six or seven though some sit many more. Colleges require five
good GCSE grades for entry onto ‘A’ level courses though fewer for many of the vocational courses. Using a
combination of GCSE’s, references, portfolios of work, LAMDA qualifications and successful interviews all our
students, who want to go to college, do so and the drop-out rate once there is less than for students from
other schools. Probably the students at Sands have thought more about the courses they wish to study and
know how to communicate their needs to the tutors better. Colleges often comment on how confident and
keen the students from Sands are. The adjustment to the bigger schools, though daunting in the first few
weeks, does not seem to be a insuperable handicap and much less of a problem than that facing mainstream
students who tend to see adults as the enemy.
We don’t have exact figures for the number who go onto university but it seems from the contacts we have
maintained that many do go onto university between the ages of 18 and 23 and even later for some. Many
delay entry in order to work and travel. Then when they have found the appropriate course they enter into
the potentially frightening world of study debt at least knowing that they are studying something for which
they have a passion. Certainly attending Sands is not a barrier to university entrance and some would argue
the opposite – that universities are looking for ‘unique’ candidates who communicate well and really know why
they are studying a particular subject. Ten A* at GCSE and 4 A grade ‘A’ levels no longer mean the sort of
candidates who will survive university and many colleges are now looking to design their own entrance exams
to help identify potentially excellent graduates.
So what about the world of work? Leavers have gone onto careers as wide-ranging as cartography, the
ambulance and fire service, web design, catering, law and, of course, teaching. Attending Sands does not
predispose students to particular liberally orientated careers. All it seems to ensure is that young people will
have the courage to find careers that reflect their true character and interests. Sands people seem to avoid
careers that they fall mindlessly into and spend twenty years regretting. If you spend six years in a school
that values your opinion, encourages one to make well-reasoned decisions students seem better prepared to
find the right career rather than a job with the best salary or safest career profile – not that it wouldn’t be
great to have a high salary, assured career longevity and job satisfaction.

Has the school a homework policy?
There is no standard school policy. Each teacher has their own and this varies from class to class and even
student to student. However, there are some general rules that tend to apply. We would not just set
homework to keep children busy at home but we would give any child work to do at home if we felt it would
benefit them or build on a real interest they’ve shown in school. When one teaches small groups it is possible
to cover huge amounts of ground and hence homework is often not necessary. Additionally, teaching
students who have made an active choice to be in class means that very little time is wasted in classroom and
behaviour management.
As students progress through the school more homework is set because the amount of curriculum to cover at
GCSE requires more than just class time. Teachers always explain why homework is being given but it does
become a more important element in a student’s life once they embark on exam study, particularly if they
want to achieve the higher grades.
Typically the younger (Y) group would expect to receive 1-2 homeworks per week or on ongoing homework
based on their projects. The older (O) group would typically receive 3-4 homeworks per week varying in
length from thirty minutes to an hour’s duration and in their final year would be expected to do homework in
each subject amounting to about five hours per week. Although this is not cast in stone it is a useful guide
and means that you should expect your child to have some homework to do in any week. Of course there are
exceptions but its probably worth helping your son or daughter make a quiet workspace at home, a place to
do their own study and create some patterns and rhythm in their out of school work.
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As a parent how much say do I have in school affairs?
At present, parents have no voting rights in the school and so their influence can only be indirect via their
child’s tutor, staff meeting, the PTA or by a request to attend the School Meeting and have an idea heard by
staff and students. The reasons for this are two-fold; to ensure that individual parents or well-meaning adults
are unable to change the school to fit their own personal views of what the school should be; to reinforce to
the students that they have a central voice in school affairs and that their contribution is essential. (You’d be
amazed how many children in progressive schools worldwide believe that the authority they have is tokenistic
and reliant upon the goodwill of adults and as such engage half-heartedly in the democratic processes).
Parents can play an advisory role and we are always willing to be lobbied in staff meetings or through
the PTA. In fact, the school has changed and improved as a result of input from parents but we need to make
sure that we do nothing that would encourage the children to feel they own the school less. However, at
present we are looking at how to actively discover parents’ opinions on key issues that influence them as well
as their children, eg the cost of camps and others trips, school fees, etc. We are considering some sort of
parent referendum that would give parents a say on these issues and help inform the School Meeting. We are
also very happy to have help from parents in the garden, the kitchen, decorating, etc and although this may
appear to have little do with your influence, parents who do spend time at Sands during the school day
invariable say how valuable it is and how it informs them as to the workings of the school.

Promoting good behaviour
The school meeting has created an approach to discipline that deals with infringements of school rules. The
approach has evolved over twenty years and applies to all members of the school irrespective of age or
position. New students have most of the key rules explained to tem in their preliminary interviews Regular
attendance of the weekly school meeting then allows students and new staff to develop a deeper
understanding of these principles.
We have tried, where possible, to rely on common sense. It takes the place of most of the rules that other
schools refer to. But there are still about a dozen written rules that we all feel make life more straightforward.
These range from rules about the wearing of shoes on new carpets to tidying up, washing-up to computer
games, videos and late arrival at class. There are also set consequences for anyone breaking those rules
(though if they feel that a decision has been unjust the individual concerned can appeal to School Council to
have a punishment cancelled). The School Council’s job is to investigate problems and infringements as they
arise and then refer proposals back to the School Meeting for ratification. Tutors are very often advocates for
students who have broken rules and they are called before Council or Meeting. The ultimate authority in
discipline issues is the School Meeting which has the powers normally invested in a head teacher and
governing body. It is there that serious offences are eventually discussed and resolved. However, most
infringements are dealt with on an individual basis before they need to reach the School Meeting. The aim of
this approach to discipline is to be more than the quick fix of an infringement by encouraging reflection.
Resorting to fixed punishments would hamper this positive process. It also allows us to tailor punishments,
when necessary, to the character and needs of the child. For example, if a child is consistently late for class
because they are in town or socialising, then helping the child understand the value of respecting their own
learning, that of their peers who are disturbed by late arrivals and the teacher’s efforts may not be achieved
through punishment. A more effective solution would often be found by engaging the child in designing a
consequence that reflects their perception of the problem. In our experience, the child who is ‘heard’ and not
punished will create a set of limits to their own behaviour that may be very similar to those that others would
have imposed anyway. They often actively enforce their own rules more vehemently than those imposed from
outside. It also needs to be said that the School Meeting still retains the authority to set a punishment if it
feels it would be wise or if they feel the perpetrator is insincere.
However, we do have the power to suspend (“exclude”) or expel (“permanently exclude”) in extreme cases
but such decisions would require a lot of debate and such meetings, despite their arduous nature, are some of
the most rewarding and re-inspiring events in the school when one witnesses the wisdom and clarity that
children can bring to demanding situations. The steps taken before a suspension or exclusion are set out in
the school’s Admission, Discipline and Exclusions Policy which is available on the website or from the school
office.
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Is Sands like Summerhill?
Lots of parents ask this question, probably because Summerhill is the most well-known or infamous of the
progressive schools still in existence in this country. Having heard rumours of its reputation as an overly
liberal school new parents want to know if Sands is run in the same way. Summerhill’s philosophy is based on
those of A.S. Neil whereas Sands grew out of the philosophies of Tagore and Dartington Hall School and
therefore, while we share some similarities with Summerhill, Sands school is very different. Both value the
quality of relationships between adults and children and believe that education is much more than preparation
for exams and both schools have received very good Ofsted reports (Sands in 2008) with inspectors praising
both for the maturity and attitude to learn of its respective pupils.
Summerhill is a boarding school and takes children from both primary and secondary ages, and as a result,
their social world, how to live together, their rules and punishments have a more dominant focus. Although
both schools see the benefits of students making choices about what to study, Sands has an academic tutor
system (see elsewhere) that supports and guides those choices that students make. At Sands we stress the
value of positive choice and benefits gained from facing challenges.
Summerhill also has a school Head who has veto over all issues. At Sands we have no head teacher, and
adults have no veto. Sean has the role of School Administrator where he holds an overview and plays a
co-ordinating function.
Students invariably understand when issues such as health and safety are
non-negotiable, but everything from wages, staff and student appointments, food and trips is open to
discussion.
Why is lunch vegetarian?
Running a kitchen that cooks meat requires extremely close adherence to what are already acute health and
safety rules. This would require a level of attention to detail that might deny the students the chance to cook
lunch when groups wanted to. Because the vegetarians in the school often do care about pans, cookers and
cutlery having been in contact with meat, those who are meat-eaters, though inconvenienced a little by a
vegetarian menu, generally are happy to accept the compromise particularly as the vegetarian food is
extremely good and varied. Meat-eaters can go into town and buy bacon sandwiches etc and very few object
to people bringing meaty food into school. Finally, cooking with good quality organic meat is prohibitively
expensive. We already use as much organic, Fair Trade or locally sourced produce as we can afford.
Including meat in that equation (combined with need to cook a vegetarian alternative) would put lunch
outside many parents’ pockets.
The cost of the lunches is approximately £3.00 per day (check with the office) and will be added to your
invoice for school fees, payable in advance. Of course, your child may bring a packed lunch or purchase lunch
in the local shops.
Further Information
As well as the information in this Support Pack more formal guidance on a number of topics is covered by the
following policies / paperwork. If you have any concerns please do discuss them with us.
Policy / paperwork
Admissions, discipline and exclusions
Provision for pupils with statements of SEN
Curriculum
Anti-Bullying strategy
Health and Safety
Promoting good behaviour
Recent academic performance
Complaints procedure
Complaints register
Details of staff employed
Safeguarding Policy and Procedures

Where to find it
Website or paper copy from the
Website or paper copy from the
Website or paper copy from the
Website or paper copy from the
Website or paper copy from the
Website or paper copy from the
Website or paper copy from the
Website or paper copy from the
From the school office
School Prospectus / Website
Website or paper copy from the
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